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Reviewer's report:

I think this paper is good. I want to comment on two points.

First, Table 2 is difficult. After I read whole paper once, I could understand it. Rather, how about another Table that describes your result related to the aim of this paper.

Second, if the authors focus on the next points, I think this paper will be great.

(1) incorrect grammar, word repetition, unnatural text...
I will give some examples. Although sentences in these examples are good at a first glimpse, they are weird. So the authors should examine every sentence very carefully.

example 1) page 12, 262-264: With regard to ... with respect to..
example 2) page 13, 282: In animal studies, .... in veterinary medicine.

(2) Texts went under subheadings. Under these subheadings, I think contents are not BEAUTIFULLY organized.

Conclusively, I think the authors would better consult to other English native speakers.
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